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ABSTRACT
Closure of the defects in special areas of the scalp, such as
forehead, above the ear and occipital protuberance produces
distortion of the hairline, lifting of the eyebrow, lengthy scars
and distortion of the ear. The treatment of this distortion presents
a challenge, for which we had a very favorable response with
modification of the original four flap closure in a pinwheel fashion
as described by TR Vecchione.
In our series of eight cases, five flaps were marked at various
convenient degrees instead of four flaps as originally described.
In scalp defects in and around the hairline the length of the five
flaps results in a smaller scar, without changing the hairline,
lifting the eyebrow or distorting the position of the pinna.
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In case 1, a 40 years old female sustained injuries in
road traffic accident with loss of scalp tissue over the
forehead near the hairline (Fig. 1). To prevent long scars,
distortion of the hairline and elevation of the eyebrow, five
pin wheel flaps were marked, raised and wound cover
achieved (Fig. 2).
In case 2, a 60 years old male treated for encephalopathy
was referred to plastic surgery department for the management of occipital pressure sore (Fig. 3). Five pinwheel flaps
were marked, raised and wound cover achieved (Fig. 4).
In case 3, a 50 years old male referred from the ENT
department after excising the necrosed scalp tissue and
draining of the abscess above the left ear (Fig. 5). The
underlying bone was exposed. Five pinwheel flaps were
marked at convenient degrees, raised and wound cover
achieved without distorting the position of the pinna (Fig. 6).
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INTRODUCTION
TR Vecchione described multiple pinwheel flaps for closure
of the scalp defects based on the principle of closure by
combination of multiple Limberg flaps.1 The four flap
closure in a pin wheel fashion can be used anywhere over
the scalp, since the mobility and blood supply are relatively
uniform.2 Lateral movement and rotation are the basis of
the surgical procedure, where in four flaps are rotated at 0°,
90°, 180° and 270° on the excised circle.3,5
The length of the flaps is twice the diameter of the
excised lesion.4,5 In special areas such as forehead, above
the ear and occipital protuberance, this procedure produced
distortion of the hairline, eyebrow, ear and lengthy scars.
The treatment of this distortion presents a challenge, for
which we had a very favorable response with modification
of the original procedure.

Fig. 1: Post-traumatic soft tissue loss over the scalp

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this series instead of four, five flaps were marked on the
excised defect at various convenient degrees. Length of the
flaps were reduced to the diameter of the defect or modified
further, reducing the scar over the forehead, in front and
above the ear, and over the occipital region. In these patients
the scars were smaller in length and cosmetic results were
better.

Fig. 2: Outcome after using modified multiple pin wheel flap
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Fig. 3: Tissue loss over the occipital region due to pressure sore

Fig. 5: Soft tissue loss following cellulitis and wound
debridement

Fig. 4: Complete wound cover achieved after surgical repair

Fig. 6: Closure of the defect done along with proper cosmesis

DISCUSSION
Scalp injuries and their management have been perplexing.
A poorly designed scalp closure with excessive tension in
time yields a wide, atrophic and unsightly scar. In many
patients, this complication proves refractory to corrective
surgical attempt. Scalp flaps whenever possible, should be
local flaps because of the singularity of the hair bearing
surface. With people becoming more conscious about looks,
cosmetic appearance has been given utmost importance in
trauma care too. Skin expanders are currently quite popular
and effective in correcting scalp defects. However, this
requires two stages. Massive defects may require the use of
distant skin but a compromised esthetic result is inevitable.
The rigidity of the scalp does not lend itself to some of the
more popular and useful flaps. Hence, one is limited to
transposition, interpolation or rotation design.6 A pinwheel
flap recruits more tissue thereby spreading tension over a
greater area. TR Vecchione’s application of four Limberg
flaps in a pinwheel fashion pattern is a marvellous
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achievement; where in no extra tissue is brought from other
parts of the body (Fig. 7).7
Other Methods
Bardach modification of the curved tripod flap confirms
the value of this flap in scalp reconstruction. The main
advantages of this method are the natural appearance of the
final result due to preservation of hair orientation, and the
uniform distribution of the wound-closure tension over a
wide peripheral area of the scalp, although extensive
undermining is generally required.8
The forehead and scalp constitutes a single anatomic
unit differentiated only by the location of the hairline.
Preservation of this hairline in a normal configuration is of
primary consideration because it creates the frame of the
upper face in the frontal and temporal areas. Disruption and
asymmetry of this frame is to be avoided. However, in
special areas five flap modification gives a better outcome
than Bardach and Vecchione’s procedure. In scalp defects
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Fig. 7: TR Vecchione’s pin wheel flap

Fig. 8: Modification of pin wheel flap

in and around the hairline the length of the five flaps
results in a smaller scar, without changing the hairline
or lifting the eyebrow. In scalp defects over the occipital
protuberance this modification gave us a favorable
response relatively free of the above complications. In
Vecchione’s procedure flaps need to be raised at 0°, 90°,
180° and 270° which might not be practically feasible at
times in special areas of the scalp where a better cosmetic
appearance is required. But a five flap modification does
not adhere to any rigid protocol and thereby can be used
with ease in special areas of the scalp for a better cosmetic
outcome (Fig. 8).
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